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Get Disney Wish Merchandise During this Exclusive Pre-Sale Event for
Maiden Voyage Guests Only – On Sale Now!
Don’t miss out! Be among the first to purchase exciting new merchandise commemorating the maiden voyage of Disney Cruise Line’s newest ship—the Disney
Wish. While Disney Wish Maiden Voyage merchandise will be available aboard the ship, supplies are extremely limited and are expected to sell out fast. Here’s
your chance to secure your favorite collectibles—Tees, handbags, charms and more from top brands like Loungefly®, Pandora® and Dooney & Bourke®—
before you even board the ship! And once embarkation day arrives, your merchandise will be waiting for you. This pre-sale is offered for a limited time only and
while supplies last.
This Exclusive Pre-Sale Event has 2 Catalogs to Shop From:
Buy It Now: Due to high demand and limited quantities and sizes, items will sell out quickly aboard the ship. We highly encourage Guests to take advantage of
this pre-sale opportunity and purchase their favorite items now, while supplies last. Guests will have until 11:59 PM (EST) on May 22, 2022 to shop. View the
items available using the navigation above.
RSP (Random Selection Process): Submit your wish list of items to us, and we’ll notify you via email of any limited-quantity items awarded to you. To take
advantage of this offer, Guests need to submit their preferences no later than 11:59 PM (EST) on May 22, 2022. RSP merchandise is not guaranteed and
available while supplies last. View the items available using the navigation above.

The Deadline to Purchase Products or Put in Your RSP Request is
11:59PM (EST) on May 22, 2022

Terms of Use | Privacy Policy | Your California Privacy Rights | Children's Online Privacy Policy | Do Not Sell My Personal Information
©Disney. All Rights Reserved.
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Welcome to the Random Selection Process (RSP) Catalog!

1. Browse the catalog below and make a list of the item numbers of the merchandise you wish to purchase.
2. Submit your wish list of items by visiting http://disneyurl.com/WishRSP or http://disneyurl.com/WishRSPEntry before 11:59 PM (EST) on May 22, 2022.
3. We’ll notify you via email of any limited-quantity items awarded to you. All purchased items will be conveniently waiting for you aboard the Disney Wish!

RSP merchandise is not guaranteed and available while supplies last. This is a first opportunity offer, meaning some quantities may be held back from the RSP
and available onboard.

Unique to Your Sailing
Maiden Voyage Deluxe Print
Grace your wall with the magic of the Disney Wish Maiden Voyage. This fanciful artwork
features the newest ship in the Disney Cruise Line fleet along with the date of its inaugural
sailing.
Additional Info
Dimensions:11.75" H x 13.25" W
Made in USA
Purchase limit: 1

Maiden Voyage Tervis
Quench your thirst for Disney Wish Maiden Voyage memories while keeping your favorite
drink hot or cold for hours. This attractive 16-ounce tumbler displays the Disney Wish and
features a BPA-free travel lid and double-wall insulation. It is also microwave- and
dishwasher-safe.
Additional Info
BPA-free plastic
Dishwasher- and microwave-safe
Double wall insulation
Made in USA
Purchase limit: 2

Item #1
Retail: $75.00

Item #2
Retail: $29.99

Maiden Voyage Logo Pin
Calling all pin-traders! This special-edition Disney Wish Maiden Voyage drop pin is the
perfect way to show off your love for cruising. Boasting the Disney Wish Maiden Voyage
logo, this glitter-fill pin also features a delightful dangle component.
Additional Info
Metal / Enamel
Made in China
Dimensions: 1.8" H x 2.14" W
Edition: 2000
Purchase limit: 1

Maiden Voyage Ball Ornament
Add a touch of magic from the Disney Wish Maiden Voyage to your holidays! This bright
gold glass ornament features the Disney Wish logo, along with an ornate crown cap.
Additional Info
Glass / metal
Dimensions: 3 3.5" H x 3.25" W x 3.25" D
Made in USA
Purchase limit: 1

Item #3
Retail: $24.99

Item #4
Retail: $26.99

*Note: Maiden Voyage product is not eligible for Cast Member discounts.

Be the First to Own

Inaugural Loungefly Headband
Join in the Disney Wish Maiden Voyage celebration when wearing this special-edition
inaugural headband by Loungefly. The padded Saffiano leather ears feature metal-rimmed
gemstones and are complemented by a satin navy bow.
Additional Info
Saffiano leather / satin
Dimensions: 10 1/2'' H x 8 1/2'' W x 1'' D
Made in China
Purchase limit: 1

Inaugural Loungefly Mini Backpack
Cast off in style with this bow-so-adorable mini backpack by Loungefly. Made from pearlized
Saffiano leather, this elegant backpack features a pleated satin bow with metal-rimmed
gemstones, a front zipper pouch, 2 side pockets, a handle and a stitched-on leather pad with
the Disney Wish logo embossed in gold lettering.
Additional Info
Saffiano leather / satin
Dimensions: 10.5" H x 4.8" W x 4.5" D
Made in China
Purchase limit: 1

Inaugural Alex & Ani Bangle Bracelet
Happy memories of the Disney Wish are always close at hand with this inaugural bangle
bracelet by Alex & Ani. The bracelet features 6 bas-relief charms in Rafaelian gold and silver
finish, depicting the Disney Wish logo, signature compass, Mickey Mouse ears and more.
Made from recycled brass, this enchanting bracelet is adjustable for a perfect fit.
Additional Info
Recycled brass
Nickel-free
Expandable from 2" to 3.5"
Made in USA
Purchase limit: 1

Disney Wish Pandora Charm
Celebrate an unforgettable voyage aboard the new Disney Wish with this elegant sterling
silver Pandora charm. Featuring the Disney Wish logo on one side and a colored enamel
Disney Cruise Line logo on the other, this exclusive charm will add a touch of nautical flair to
your style.
Additional Info
Metal
Dimensions: 0.5" H x 0.5" W x 0.06" D
Made in Thailand
Purchase limit: 2

Inaugural Pandora 3 Charm Set
Get swept away on a wave of fashion! This voyage set comes complete with 3 enamel filled
charms featuring striking Disney Wish designs on the front and back—including Captain
Mickey Mouse, Rapunzel and the Disney Wish logos. Cubic zirconia embedded around each
charm provides an added dash of sparkle.
Additional Info
Metal / enamel
Dimensions: Main charm: 0.5" H x 0.5" W x 0.06" D / Other charms: 0.4" H x 0.4" W x
0.060" D
Made in Thailand
Purchase limit: 2

Item #5
Retail: $44.99

Item #6
Retail: $95.00

Item #7
Retail: $79.99

Item #8
Retail: $65.00

Item #9
Retail: $225.00

Inaugural Dooney Tote Bag
Whether aboard or ashore, this inaugural tote bag by Dooney & Bourke is perfect for all
your adventures! Featuring an allover print of the exclusive Disney Wish design and Captain
Mickey Mouse, this elegant tote boasts one outside zip pocket and one inside zip pocket, as
well as 2 inside pockets and a cell phone pocket, making it easy to keep everything
organized.
Additional Info
Shell: Coated cotton with leather trim and metal hardware
Inside: Fully lined
Dimensions: 11.25" H x 6.75" W x 14" L
Weight: 2 lbs 8 oz
Removable Dooney & Bourke luggage tag
Handle drop: 10.5"
Made in the Philippines
Purchase limit: 2

Item #10
Retail: $298.00

Inaugural Dooney Satchel Bag
Feel like a captain carrying this inaugural satchel bag from Dooney & Bourke. Boasting
Captain Mickey Mouse and the exclusive Disney Wish design, the sturdy construction will
ensure your belongings stay secure during and after your voyage. There are plenty of
pockets inside and out to stash all your essentials, and the adjustable shoulder strap ensures
a comfortable fit.
Additional Info
Shell: Materials: Coated cotton with leather trim and metal hardware
Lining: Fully lined
Metal zipper closure
Dimensions: 9.5" H x 5.25" W x 12" L
Weight: 1 lbs 12 oz
Removable Dooney & Bourke luggage tag
Detachable strap drop: 15.5"
Handle drop: 4"
Made in the Philippines
Purchase limit: 2

Item #11
Retail: $268.00

Inaugural Dooney Crossbody Bag
Magic is in the details with this smart and stylish Dooney & Bourke crossbody bag. Perfect
for seafaring fashionistas, the bag features one outside zip pocket and one inside zip pocket
—plus 2 inside pockets—to store all your essentials. The adjustable shoulder strap ensures a
comfortable fit, while the zip closure keeps your belongings secure.
Additional Info
Coated cotton with leather trim and metal hardware
Dimensions: 9" H x 3" W x 9" L
Weight: 1 lbs 3 oz
Removable Dooney & Bourke luggage tag
Detachable strap drop: 26"
Made in the Philippines
Purchase limit: 2

Item #12
Retail: $198.00

Inaugural Men's Citizen® Watch
Keep it classic with this inaugural Citizen watch for men. Featuring a gold-tone stainless
steel case and an ivory dial with the Disney Wish logo, this exclusive Inaugural watch exudes
a timeless look. Caliber number J810.
Additional Info
Gold-tone stainless steel
Band: leather
Movements: quartz
Diameter: 39 mm
Features: date, solar, water resistant
Made in Japan
Purchase limit: 2

Item #13
Retail: $400.00

Inaugural Women's Citizen® Watch
Explore new horizons in Disney Wish style! Featuring a gold-tone stainless steel case and an
ivory dial with the Disney Wish logo, this exclusive Inaugural watch will keep you on
schedule and looking sharp. Caliber number J710.
Additional Info
Gold-tone stainless steel
Band: Leather
Movements: Quartz
Diameter:
Features: Date, solar, water resistant
Made in Japan
Purchase limit: 2

Item #14
Retail: $400.00

Collectibles

Disney Wish Ship Metal Framed Collectible
Commemorate the newest member of the fleet with this spectacular piece of memorabilia—
a silver molding of Mickey Mouse cut from the actual steel used to craft and build the
Disney Wish itself at Meyer Weft Shipyard in Papenburg, Germany. Comes handsomely
framed for display.
Additional Info
Steel / Wood
Dimensions: 17" H x 13.75" W
Edition Size: 360
Made in USA
Purchase limit: 1

Disney Wish Photo Build Framed Collectible
Delight in the journey of the Disney Wish with 4 beautifully photographed images of the
vessel in various stages of the building process. At the center of the collection is a minted
39 mm silver-plated Disney Wish Keel Coin. This stunning piece comes matted under
plexiglass and is delivered ready to hang.
Additional Info
Plexi glass / metal
Dimensions: 12" H x 20" W
Made in USA
Purchase limit: 1

Disney Wish Keel Coin
Make a Disney Wish come true with this beautiful collectible keel coin featuring an
adventurous Captain Minnie Mouse. Cast in antique bronze, this commanding coin is
protected in a capsule to preserve its freshly minted condition and comes in a beautiful
black velour jewelry box with a certificate of verification.
Additional Info
Die struck solid bronze
39 mm diameter
Made in USA
Purchase limit: 1

Disney Wish Blueprint Acrylic Etch Collectible
Relive the memories of the Disney Wish with this beautiful acrylic etching featuring a
blueprint of the ship. This stunning piece of art is etched onto a thick piece of acrylic and
stands on a custom black wood base, perfect for displaying.
Additional Info
Acrylic / wood
Dimensions: 5" H x 12" W x ¼" D
Made in USA
Purchase limit: 1

Disney Wish Ship Model Collectible
Relive your Disney Wish voyage with this meticulously handcrafted replica of the latest ship
to join the fleet of Disney Cruise Line. The Disney Wish logo is proudly displayed on the hull,
while the iconic red, white and black funnels make it instantly recognizable as uniquely
Disney. Mounted on a marble base, this high-quality piece is sure to make an impressive
addition to any room.
Additional Info
Resin, marble
Dimensions: 5.7” H x 4.8" W x 24.6" L
Weight: 10 lbs
Made in China
Purchase limit: 1

Item #15
Retail: $399.00

Item #16
Retail: $199.00

Item #17
Retail: $75.00

Item #18
Retail: $95.00

Item #19
Retail: $499.00

All information is subject to cancellation or change without notice, including but not limited to dates, times, artwork, edition sizes and prices. All art, images,
photographs and designs are artist renderings and/or pre-production samples. Final product may vary.
Terms of Sale
Orders must be placed by 11:59 P.M. ET on May 22, 2022.
Quantities are limited and purchases will be based on the Random Select Process (RSP) while supplies last.
To order, you must be 18 years of age or older with a valid reservation for the maiden voyage of the Disney Wish.
Sold by Magic Kingdom, Inc. The charge will appear on your credit card as "Disney Events."
Maiden Voyage products are not eligible for Cast Member discounts. However, these items are eligible for Castaway Club, DVC or Disney VISA discounts.
Items can be returned or exchanged (based on availability) while onboard during the maiden voyage of the Disney Wish.
Items will be provided to you onboard the Disney Wish.
Subject to restrictions and change without notice.
If your order has been successfully submitted, you will receive an email confirmation.
Cancellations must be received no later than June 15, 2022.

Terms of Use | Privacy Policy | Your California Privacy Rights | Children's Online Privacy Policy | Do Not Sell My Personal Information
©Disney. All Rights Reserved.
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Welcome to the Buy It Now Catalog!
1. Browse the catalog below and make a list of the item numbers for the merchandise you would like to purchase.
2. Submit your order by visiting http://disneyurl.com/WishBuyItNow or http://disneyurl.com/WishStore before 11:59 PM (EST) on May 22, 2022.
3. All purchased items will be conveniently waiting for you aboard the Disney Wish Maiden Voyage!

Due to high demand and limited quantities and sizes, we expect items to sell out quickly during the Maiden Voyage. We highly encourage Guests to take
advantage of this pre-sale opportunity and purchase their favorite items now, while supplies last.

Unique to Your Sailing

Maiden Voyage Adult Zip Hood Fleece
Zip up this super-soft hoodie and enjoy some laidback fun on the
high seas. The relaxed fit and plush poly-cotton blend make it
perfect for everyday wear, while the eye-catching Disney Wish
design ensures you'll stand out from the crowd.
Additional Info
Sizes: S-XXXL
50% cotton / 50% polyester fleece
High-density print with metallic ink
Ribbed cuff and hems
Made in Honduras
Purchase limit: 2 per size

Maiden Voyage Mens Nike Polo
Cruise the open seas in style with this classic Nike polo shirt
featuring side hem vents, a left-sleeve Nike emblem and the
Disney Wish logo on the left chest. With its comfortable fit and
stylish embroidery, it's perfect for any event—on deck or ashore.
Additional Info
Sizes: S-XXL
Button closure
Made in Vietnam
Purchase limit: 2 per size

Maiden Voyage Ladies Top
For the fashion-savvy woman, this smart tee is made from a
polyester, cotton and rayon blend, making it soft and comfortable
to wear. The curved hem adds a touch of elegance, while the
glittery screen print of Mickey Mouse helming the Disney Wish on
its maiden voyage sets sail on your style.
Additional Info
Sizes: XS-XXXL
Materials: Polyester, Cotton 50/50
Made in Nicaragua
Purchase limit: 2 per size

Maiden Voyage Adult and Youth Graphic Tee
Be the envy of all your friends in this T-shirt commemorating the
Disney Wish Maiden Voyage! The high-density screen print of the
cruise ship and Captain Mickey Mouse at the helm is embellished
with metallic ink for extra shine. Made from 100% cotton for a
comfortable fit, this fun tee is a must-have for any Castaway Club
Member.
Additional Info
Adult Sizes: S – XXXL
Youth Sizes: XS - XL
100% Cotton
Made in Honduras
Purchase limit: 2 per size

Item #20 - Small
Item #21 - Medium
Item #22 - Large
Item #23 - XLarge
Item #24 - XXLarge
Item #25 - XXXLarge
Retail: $59.99

Item #26 - Small
Item #27 - Medium
Item #28 - Large
Item #29 - XLarge
Item #30 - XXLarge
Retail: $90.00

Item #31 - XSmall
Item #32 - Small
Item #33 - Medium
Item #34 - Large
Item #35 - XLarge
Item #36 - XXLarge
Item #37 - XXXLarge
Retail: $39.99

Adult
Item #38 - Small
Item #39 - Medium
Item #40 - Large
Item #41 - XLarge
Item #42 - XXLarge
Item #43 - XXXLarge
Retail: $29.99
Youth
Item #44 - XSmall
Item #45 - Small
Item #46 - Medium
Item #47 - Large
Item #48 - XLarge
Retail: $24.99

*Note: Maiden Voyage product is not eligible for all discount types.

Be the First to Own

Disney Cruise Line Ship Playset Toy
Let your little one embark on a voyage of role-play fun with this
official Disney cruise ship playset featuring a pool area, slide, a
moving elevator, a Walt Disney Theatre and 6 beloved Disney
characters—Mickey Mouse, Minnie Mouse, Goofy, Donald, Daisy
and Pluto. When the wheel of the helm is turned, it plays the ship's
horn tune. The chandelier lights up too! And in the lobby is a
Helmsman Mickey Mouse statue.

Item #49
Retail: $99.99

Additional Info
Age range: 3+
Materials: Plastic
Dimensions: 33cm H x 17.78cm W X 50.8cm L
Made in China
Purchase limit: 2

Inaugural Snow Globe
Capture the magic of the Disney Wish with this commemorative
snow globe! The perfect way to remember this momentous
journey, this unique piece features sparkling glitter and handpainted Mickey Mouse and Minnie Mouse figurines from the 1928
Disney short Steamboat Willie. A stylish foil decal at the base says
“Inaugural Sailings, Disney Wish”.
Additional Info
Materials: Glass
Dimensions: 15cm H x 12cm W x 12cm L
28.22 oz of liquid
Made in China
Purchase limit: 1

Item #50
Retail: $64.99

Notice: For Guests who plan to travel home by plane this item will
need to be packed in checked baggage to avoid confiscation by
TSA.

Collectibles

Disney Wish Cinderella Statue Collectible
Dreams really do come true! Become the proud owner of this
Cinderella statuette, a replica of the statue found in the dazzling
atrium of the Disney Wish. Painted in antiqued bronze, this
enchanting statue features a wooden base stand with a metal plate
boasting the Disney Wish logo.

Item #51
Retail: $44.99

Additional Info
Materials: Resin, Wood base, Metal plate
Dimensions: 19cm H x 14cm W X 14cm L
Made in China
Purchase limit: 1

Disney Wish Desktop Ship Collectible
Remember your high seas vacation forever with this finely detailed
replica of the Disney Wish. Hand painted and mounted on a high
gloss base, this miniature ship of dreams and memories makes a
perfect addition to your decor.
Additional Info
Materials: High gloss base
Dimensions: 8.5cm H x 6cm W X 30.48cm L
Made in China
Purchase limit: 1

Item #52
Retail: $49.99

All information is subject to cancellation or change without notice, including but not limited to dates, times, artwork, edition sizes and prices. All art, images,
photographs and designs are artist renderings and/or pre-production samples. Final product may vary.
Terms of Sale
Orders must be placed by 11:59 P.M. ET on May 22, 2022.
Quantities are limited and purchases will be based on the Random Select Process (RSP) while supplies last.
To order, you must be 18 years of age or older with a valid reservation for the maiden voyage of the Disney Wish.
Sold by Magic Kingdom, Inc. The charge will appear on your credit card as "Disney Events."
Maiden Voyage products are not eligible for Cast Member discounts. However, these items are eligible for Castaway Club, DVC or Disney VISA discounts.
Items can be returned or exchanged (based on availability) while onboard during the maiden voyage of the Disney Wish.
Items will be provided to you onboard the Disney Wish.
Subject to restrictions and change without notice.
If your order has been successfully submitted, you will receive an email confirmation.
Cancellations must be received no later than June 15, 2022.

Terms of Use | Privacy Policy | Your California Privacy Rights | Children's Online Privacy Policy | Do Not Sell My Personal Information
©Disney. All Rights Reserved.
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FAQ
Who is eligible to participate in the Disney Wish Maiden Voyage Pre-sale event?
All Guests 18 and older who are sailing on the Disney Wish Maiden Voyage on July 14, 2022 are invited to participate in the pre-sale event.
When will I receive my purchased items?
All purchased items will be available for you onboard the Maiden Voyage on July 14, 2022.
Can I choose to have these items shipped to my house before the Maiden Voyage?
Shipping will not be offered for the Disney Wish Maiden Voyage pre-sale event.
Are there any eligible discounts for the pre-sale event?
One of the following discounts may be applied:
Castaway Club Gold and Platinum Members: 10%
Disney Vacation Club Members: 10%
Disney VISA (for orders over $50)
Current Disney Cast Members are also eligible for merchandise discounts, excluding all Maiden Voyage merchandise. Proof of discount must be submitted by June 8,
2022 to be added to your order.
What is the return and exchange policy?
Guests may return or exchange any items onboard with their emailed receipt. Refunds for returns will be refunded to the card used on the original purchase, so please
bring that card with you when requesting returns while onboard.
Will the pre-sale merchandise be subject to sales tax?
No. Since the transaction will formally occur onboard the ship these items will not be subject to sales tax.
Do I need to declare my purchased items on my U.S Customs Declaration Form upon debarkation?
U.S Customs and Border Protection requires each traveler or one responsible family member to complete a declaration form if the value of items they are bringing back
to the U.S exceeds $10,000.
What will happen to my purchased items if I have to cancel my cruise or am unable to sail?
Guests who will not be able to sail will be fully refunded for the items that they purchased in their original form of payment.
Who can I contact with any questions regarding this pre-sale event?
Guests can contact the Disney Events team by emailing Events@DisneyDestinations.com or calling (407)-827-7600 between Monday and Friday from 9:00AM to 12:00PM
and 1:00PM to 5:00PM EST for any additional assistance.

RSP FAQ
What does RSP mean?
RSP stands for the Random Selection Process, a computer program designed to assign the opportunity to purchase certain limited edition and/or merchandise limited in
quantity to Guest (s) based on the Guest’s stated preferences.
How does RSP work?
The RSP program will run on the days following the May 22, 2022 deadline and will start with the first item listed in the catalog and move sequentially through the list of
available items. It gathers the names of all the Guests that rank item #1 as their first choice, then randomly chooses the number of Guests from that list equal to the
number of available pieces of that item. The chosen Guests are assigned the right to purchase one piece from item #1. If every Guest who has ranked item #1 as their
first choice has been assigned the right to purchase that item, and there are still items remaining, the RSP process will gather all Guests that ranked item #1 as their
second choice and randomly choose the number of those Guests equal to the number of remaining item #1s.Those chosen Guests will then be assigned the right to
purchase item #1. When all of the pieces for item #1 have been assigned, the RSP process will conduct the same manner of assignment for item #2. The process continues
in this manner through the Guests’ choices and the available items until there are no longer Guests with stated choices or there are no longer any items available.
How many rounds will be run for the RSP?
Up to two RSP rounds will be run for this event to allow Guests the opportunity to purchase additional quantities if inventory is available.
What is the correct way to fill out my RSP Preference Sheet?
Each Guest should rank the number of the item the Guest wants to purchase most in the field for first choice (using the drop-down box shown below as an example),
followed by the item the Guest wants to purchase second in the field for second choice, and so on.
Guests who are assigned the right to purchase an item may only purchase one of such item; multiple purchases of the same item based on one RSP round is not allowed.
If a Guest is interested in purchasing more than one piece of the same item, the Guest can list such item on the Guest’s second RSP preference lists. Such item would be
available in any subsequent rounds of the RSP process ONLY IF that item has not been fully assigned to Guests in the previous round(s) of the RSP process.
RSP Preference Sheet
1st Choice

10. Disney Wish Keel Coin

2nd Choice

11. Inaugural Dooney Tote Bag
07. Inaugural Loungefly Mini
Backpack
02. Maiden Voyage Logo Pin

3rd Choice
4th Choice
5th Choice
6th Choice
7th Choice
8th Choice

How should the RSP Preference Sheet be filled out to ensure I get my top picks?
There is no way a Guest can fill out the RSP Preference Sheet to guarantee that they will receive the right to purchase every item listed. The best results usually occur
when the Guest decides what items they want to purchase most and ranks those towards the top of their list.
Why didn’t I get my first choice?
The RSP results depend not only on the available quantity of an item, but also on the number of Guests that rank that item as the exact same preference. For example, if
200 Guests rank an item as the Guest’s first choice, but there are only 25 pieces of that item, then 175 Guests will not receive the Guest’s first choice. Guests who rank
that item as the Guest’s second choice or lower will not have a chance at receiving the opportunity to purchase such item.
If my first choice is not available, will the RSP system move the second choice up to become my first choice?
No, this will not impact the Guest’s order of items. The Guest’s preferences will always remain exactly as the Guest designates them on the RSP Preference Sheet.
Can I be assigned the right to purchase an item based on my second RSP preference list even if I did not receive the opportunity to purchase that item based on my first
RSP preference list?
No. The system does not reserve quantities of any items for assignment in the second RSP round. Items are only available in the next RSP round if every Guest that asked
for it in the prior round was assigned the right to purchase that item and there were still quantities of such item remaining. This is why we ask Guests not to list items in
their second RSP preference list unless they are trying to be assigned the right to purchase multiples of that same item.
May I submit more than one RSP Preference Sheet?
No. However, the RSP Preference Sheet includes the ability to fill out preference lists for RSP rounds one and two. Guests may fill out preference lists for up to two RSP
rounds, and there is no obligation to fill out any lists.
Why are only some items listed in the dropdowns for the 2nd RSP Round?
Some items are limited to one per Guest and others are limited to 2 per Guest. Only those items limited to 2 per Guest would be available in the 2nd RSP.
Why am I seeing a $1.00 RSP fee in the purchase?
The $1.00 fee(s) listed for RSP transactions will not be charged at any time. This fee is required to be listed to display the credit card collection fields.
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